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20 December 2001

Dear Mr. Teshome,

I should like to thank you for your recent letter concerning
the special event organised by AFICS to commemorate this year's
United Nations Day and for your kind words. I was gratified to note
the special attention and effort your association took in celebrating
United Nations Day and the award of this year's Nobel Peace Prize.
The theme you chose this year, "Peace and Development", is an area
of growing importance in current times.

I should also like to express my appreciation for your having
enclosed a videotaped extract of the singing group from the
Kidanemehret Students' Self-Help Association. Their wonderful
performance and energy is an example to us all.

With my high regards.

Yours sincerely,

Kofi A. Annan

Mr. Tedla Teshome
President fiTT¥TT?
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Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

AFICS (AA) had organized a special event to commemorate
United Nations Day and at the same time to celebrate the historic award of the
Nobel Peace Prize for 2001 to you and the United Nations.

The occasion was used to reflect on the ideals and objectives of the United
Nations under a theme that we chose for this year, namely "Peace and
Development". While the main Guest Speaker was Ambassador Legwaila J.
Legwaila, your Special Representative and Chief of UNMEE, who spoke
eloquently on the UN efforts in peace keeping and peace making. Mr. Samuel
Nyambi, the UN Resident Coordinator and UNDP Resident Representative in
Ethiopia, also gave an extensive presentation on the UN development approaches,
goals and strategies.

To add colour to the occasion, a Singing Group from the Kidanemehret
(St. Mary) Students Self help Association, a local NGO in Addis Ababa, was
invited to sing special songs and recite poem that would reflect the spirit of the day.
They presented two songs and a citation, which were alt specially composed by
them for the occasion. One of the songs was dedicated to highlight the UN ideals
and long term goals and your relentless efforts to achieve them. It singles you out
as a "hero" for your historic achievement. It also portrays your success as a source
of great pride for Africa and Africans.

The enclosed video is an extract of the events of the day, which highlights
tKe songs dedicated to your great achievements. We felt very strongly that it i?
appropriate to let you have a copy of it* A free English translation of the Amhaac
poems is, enclosed to assist you in appreciating the message the Group intended to
convey:* I have no doubt your taking time to view this special presentation would
bestow on these young men and women historic recognition and honour, which
they will always proudly remember.

I wish you a pleasant viewing.

With highest Regards.

Pascal T.Wfltdeinsriam
Tsahsi Yitbarck

His Excellency
Mr. Kofi Annan,
SG, United Nations, NY

(AA)

P.O.Box 3001 Addis Ababa
Ethiopia Tel: (251-1)44 32 70/71

E-mai): tteshome@uneca.org
Fax: (251-1)521640
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(A free translation of Amharic song No. 1)

CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations to you all!

Welcome to the UN Day Celebration and congratulations to all who
are privileged to work for the United Nations.
Let us rejoice the historic award of the Nobel Peace Prize to the
United Nations and Secretary General Kofi Annon.
We salute you Kofi for your tremendous achievement
The award is a glaring testimony to your dedicated service.

Congratulations to you all!

Thank you AFICS for organizing this important event. It's a good
opportunity for you also to renew your commitment to the ideals of
the United Nations and your determination to continue promoting its
activities.

Congratulations to you all!

We salute you Kofi, our beloved brother, for your success and thank
you for making us proud. You are truly the shining star of Africa. We
love you. May God protect you and lavish his wisdom on you.

Congratulations to you all!
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(Free translation of Aniharic poem)

Citation
(For the Joint Award of the Nobel Peace Prize)

When natural disaster causes human tragedies,
When conflicts inflict destruction and humanitarian calamity,

United Nations is there to mobilize the world community and help the
victims cope with the miseries,

When political freedom and the rights to elect and be elected are denied,
When freedom of expression is suppressed and human rights are violated,

United Nations stands by the oppressed and advocate for the restoration of
their sacred dignity.

When ignorance undermines progress and diseases cause human sufferings,
When the scourge of HIV/AIDS threatens the future of mankind,

United Nations is there to fight these evils with resolve.
Truly the United Nations has no substitute. It is an indispensable
organization

The organization that started with 51 countries had now grown to 189 and its
duties and responsibilities become manifold.

Thank you Kofi for your great leadership and commitment to international
peace and global prosperity. You and the great Organization you are heading
truly deserve the prestigious Award of the Nobel Peace Prize 2001. We
salute you and your dedicated staff for this tremendous achievement.
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( Free Translation of Amharic song no.2 )

" We have A Dream"

We have a dream that the United Nations will achieve all its goals.
That is our dream and we dream the dream of the people of the
world.

We have a dream that modern technology will revolutionize
agriculture production and enough food will be available to all.

We have a dream that roads will built everywhere, electricity will
be made available to all, poverty will be eradicated from the face
of the world and the world will be free from all killer diseases.

We have a dream that all nations will join hands and soldier on
resolutely with the United Nations in pursuit of its noble goals.

We have a dream that all people regardless of their faith colour and
origin will be treated equally and able to fully enjoy their
individual freedom.

We have a dream that the world will be free from hunger, disease
and ignorance,

We have a dream that inequality will give way to equality and that
the world truly belongs to all the people.




